MINI NEWS
Giant Mushroom Cloud Over North Korea Obscures Search For WMD
The massive explosion in the Yanggang Provice of North Korea that was heard
in Japan and South Korea did more than just wake up a few grumpy people, it
created yet another obstacle for President Bush to heroically hurdle in his search
for Weapons of Mass Destruction. Mumbled President Bush, "It is confusing
enough when the terrorists hide behind the acronymity of their three-letter
abbreviations, but this tremendous cloud of dust blocking our otherwise crystal
clear satellite photos is the last straw, except for the one on the camel's neck in
the haystack, the kind we know how to look through in Texas." North Korean
officials, while bewildered by Bush's speech, managed to clear their heads long
enough to claim that the explosion was the result of the demolition of a mountain
for the installation of a hydroelectric plant. "We had to perform the demotion at
night, on the site of a military base, without warning, and on the date of our
national holiday for non-nuclear, non-nefarious reasons" decreed Kim Jung-Ill. An
American official warned that the US may bring economic sanctions, such as
refusing to sell those snap-bracelets that Kim so loves, if North Korea does not
desist in obstructing the search. "Our satellites are having enough trouble finding
Osama Bin Laden and the nuclear chemicals in Iraq even without all this debris in
the air.” Added Bush, “If North Korea will just stop blowing mountains up we can
get this war on terror over with and then perhaps we'll get down to talking about
the supposed nuclear and ballistic missile program that the North Koreans keep
blustering about."

Putin Enters Biweekly Weight-Lifting Program to Increase Power Even Further
Russian President V. Putin, disillusioned with his capability to consolidate National
power into his own mortal body, has begun a twice-a-week training program at the
popular Moscow Weight Training Facility (CCCM). The one hundred and forty-pound
weakling met with stiff resistance at the likes of the Leg Curl and Power Slide, powered
by the patented Isokinetic Resistance System (CCCIO). "It is good to feel some
resistance which is not Chechen in origin," Putin remarked offhand as he lifted a
moderate amount with bad technique, using his back to support the weight which
should be born by his spindly arms.
Putin hopes to one day join the ranks of famous powerful Russians like Igor "Igor"
Sampson and the renowned Michaelya Bison, who trained several winters in the depths
of Siberia picking up tigers, trees, and stray meteorites. The Russian public is not so
hopeful, noticing that Putin does not have the stout frame of other democratic leaders
like the late Joseph Stalin, or even the acclaimed Canadian pop star Celine Dion. US
President Bush, when asked if he planned similar courses of
action to fight terrorism and other things, said he didn't “have any use for that push-and-pull weight training.
I think I can get a good build to my upper body just trying to strong-arm the election. As the American
people know, the troops are my muscle."

Cheney to Live Up To His Word
"I didn't get to where I am now by making promises I couldn't keep," the
Vice-President was quoted in regard to his promise of a terrorist attack on the
country if the "wrong guys" get voted in this November. "Promises to me are
not just rhetoric. I think you've got me mixed up with the Kerry camp."
Cheney pointed down rather uncharismatically to the flip-flops adorning his
bloated, varicose feet and gave us a wink. The HSP reporter at the scene asked
Cheney exactly what he had in mind. "Well for purposes of national insecurity,
some of the details are going to have to remain classified. Let’s just say I've
been negotiating overtime with Ayman Al-Zawahri. Man, does
that dude play hardball. No wonder Reagan wouldn’t touch those guys. Anyway, the obvious targets have
already been hit so we're gonna have to take a look around." Cheney had been meeting regularly at the
Arlington Estate Golf Club with the al-Qaeda second-in-command for six weeks before formalizing his promise
to the American people. "Bin Laden himself, well he's not available. I asked the President and Mr. Powell if
Bin Laden is even still alive and they said they’d have to get back to me on that. But I’m confident that even
with a 2nd or 3rd string terrorist mastermind at the helm, we’ll still get the job done."

MINI NEWS
Population of India Rapidly Turning into Physics
India, neck and neck with China as the world’s most populous nation
has had its share of space problems. As such, the Indian government
has done what it can to limit the birthrate, from subtly promoting birth
control to simply asking babies politely to wait for a few extra weeks in
the womb. For various reasons – the population problem among them –
most families prefer sons over daughters and in some places, the males
outnumber the females by a significant, and growing, fraction.
As such, Nobel Prize winning rocket scientist Carl Harvard noted that,
if this effect continues to exponentially approach its logical limit, in just a
few years, India will become Physics.
"You know what I'm saying", Harvard added. "If you've ever been in a Physics class or even just seen one, the ladies
are about as ubiquitous as ass hair on a baby. I was in a class once where there were 30 guys, one girl, and a
transvestite named Tish who was really good at calculus. One time I had to ask Tish if I could borrow his/her TI 85
Calculator and that was the closest I ever came to talking to a girl."
Harvard bitterly continued. "If India doesn't do something, and do it fast, Calcutta and Bombay are going to quickly
devolve into Statistical Mechanics 110a, and everybody knows that means a lot of sexually frustrated, angry men, and a
few girls who think they're hot shit but really aren't."
The Professor then proceeded to smash things at random with his remarkably sturdy Nobel Prize - which he evidently
carried around with him at all times - while muttering scornful remarks about someone named Susie Chang and the
unfairness of problem 4 on the Quantum Mechanics midterm in '68.

Animal Still Exists Somewhere in Nepal
KARAKORUM - Several of America's largest industrialists were angered today when it
was discovered that somewhere in the country of Nepal, some sort of animal has yet to
be killed by hunters or big industry. Executive Vice President Robert J. Womac of Ford
Motor company said, "I don't know how this rogue beast has escaped the scrutiny of our
comprehensive nature-removal programs, but rest assured that we will find it and hunt it
down." The animal itself declined to comment and continued to search in vain for paltry
scraps of food in the already ecologically ravaged tundra.
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